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Steltronic Spa
Via Artigianale 34 - 25082 Botticino Sera (BS) Italy
fiorenzo@steltronic.com - giulia@steltronic.com
Tel. +39 030 2190811
www.footbowl.it
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New life for your spaces

New usage for your equipment
Adding this new attraction in your center, you will get the big opportunity to
increase your business as well as offer to your customers a new and funny
alternative!
Imagine a new area dedicated to Footbowl in your center: everyone will talk of it and
many people will want to make a try to play with it.
FOOTBOWL is a smart concept for renewing your center, converting investments
already recovered: the game is designed to be installed using the space of 4/3/2
bowling lanes or any other available area in the center.
You’ll be able to involve: teams soccer members, football schools, families, young
people and so on ... is there anybody who has never kicked a ball ???
Several commercial options are available to fit at best your needs and possibilities.
Can’t you (or don’t want to) buy it right away? . . . We offer it for rent.

NTERACTIVITY

INSTALLABLE E VERY WHERE

Players are constantly updated and
entertained through a clear and
exciting graphic animation displayed
on the overhead monitors.

The installation requires the use of
2-3-4 bowling lanes or any other room
available in your center (minimum
required 11x3,5m).
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Don’t miss the opportunity to be one of the first who offer his customers
with this amazing innovation!!
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Get new customers who possibly
wouldn’t ever come to your center
just for bowling.

VARIETY OF GAME S
Many game options are available for
having different rules and ways to
compete . . . and always new fun!

SPEE D AND
ACCURANCY
Are always combined for determining
your score which turns into a real
stimulus for ongoing improvements.

E ASY INSTALLATION
EASY
Installation isn’t damaging any
pre-existing bowling equipment.
Footbowl is easily removable leaving
lanes and machines as they were before.

USAGE FLE XIBILITY
Different shooting distances allow
children and adults to get properly trained
and compete with each other with fun.

